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CEO’S REPORT
The 2016-2017 period saw the mining sector sustain growth commenced in
early 2016. The ASX 300 Metals and Mining Index was at 2,897 on 30 June
2017, up from 2,335 on 30 June 2016, and from a low of 1,648 in early
February 2016. In 2011, prior to the downturn, the Index was over 5,000.

THE VISION – CHEAPER, SAFER, GREENER

The recovery in the market has only been modestly reflected in expenditure on
mineral exploration. The ABS trend estimate for total expenditure on mineral
exploration in the March 2017 quarter was $392M, up from $350M in the March
2016 quarter and $377M in the March 2015 quarter, having plummeted from its
high of $1,022M in the March 2012 quarter. Nonetheless, the modest recovery in
exploration from March 2016 to March 2017 is encouraging and there is anecdotal
evidence of exploration budgets increasing. Respected industry analyst, Richard
Schodde, predicts exploration budgets to rise 60% by the end of the decade.

DET CRC aspires to a future where coiled tubing drill rigs undertake cheap, safe and environmentally
friendly mineral exploration drilling. Where coiled tubing drilling is complemented by real-time
downhole logging of the petrophysics and rock fabric of boreholes and top-of-hole logging of their
chemistry and mineralogy. Where remote access to these real-time data from boreholes permits
continuous drilling campaigns, without lab-based assay or rig demobilisation and remobilization. Where
continuous drilling is guided by expert decisions based on continuously improved geophysical inversions
utilising real-time petrophysics and vectoring based on real-time geochemistry and mineralogy.

It is reasonable to expect that DET CRC’s licenced technologies such as the
AutoSonde, Lab-at-Rig® and Wireless Sub, and in due course the RoXplorer®
coiled tubing drill rig, will be delivered to a growing mineral exploration market
seeking new technologies as the industry takes up the challenge of exploration
through deep, barren cover. The value of DET CRC’s outcomes is witnessed by
the fact that, despite the mining downturn from 2011-2016, projected lifetime
revenue is ~$13M higher than the original (Commonwealth Agreement) budget.

SEVEN YEARS IN...
DET CRC’S TOP TEN
HIGHLIGHTS 2016–2017
1. RoXplorer® coiled tubing drill rig launched at our annual conference in the
Swan Valley (October 2016).
2. Port Augusta trial of RoXplorer® drilled 367 metres of Adelaidean cover of the Gawler Craton
in four successive shifts, i.e. 92 metres per 12 hour shift at an average rate of ~15 metres per hour
when drilling. Diamond drilling in an adjacent hole achieved 25 metres per shift at an average
rate of ~3 metres per hour when drilling.
3. Assays of cuttings from the Port Augusta trial show a remarkable match to assays of diamond
drill core, including across a one metre zone of low grade copper mineralisation at 400 metres
depth.
4. The Horsham trial of RoXplorer® drilled through unconsolidated cover of the Murray Basin and
cased to 140 metres in three 12 hours shifts. 270 metres of basement were then drilled in a
further three 12 hour shifts. An adjacent sonic-tophole/diamond-tail hole was drilled to 180
metres at an average of 12 metres per shift.
5. RoXplorer®-drilled holes were straight and vertical in both trials.
6. Drilling fluids and fluid cleaning system performed well in trials. Dirty water from a nearby
dam and cuttings-loaded recirculated fluids were cleaned sufficiently to drive the bottomhole
assembly. CTrolTM drilling fluid controlled fluid loss events within a few minutes of invading the
formation.
7. Multi-Sensor AutoSonde successfully trialled, simultaneously recovering total counts gamma,
magnetic susceptibility and galvanic resistivity data.
8. Spectral Gamma AutoShuttle successfully trialled, collecting natural gamma energy spectra every
~10 cm over ~100 metres during diamond drilling.
9. Vertical seismic profile acquired ~5 times faster and with improved quality using optic
fibre distributed acoustic sensors.
10. GeoLIBS® software achieved reliable sub ppm gold detection from LIBS spectra.
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The launch, commissioning and successful trials of the RoXplorer® coiled
tubing drill rig were the research highlights of the year, indeed perhaps of the
lifetime of DET CRC. Our previously licenced technologies provide incremental
improvements in conventional drilling. The RoXplorer® coiled tubing drill
rig provides a step change in mineral exploration. Trials were successfully
undertaken in the three different geological environments provided by our
Brukunga Drilling Research & Training Facility, Port Augusta (South Australia)
and Horsham (Victoria). The Port Augusta trial demonstrated that the
RoXplorer® coiled tubing drilling system can successfully drill the consolidated
Adelaidean cover of the Gawler Craton that overlies the Olympic Dam iron-oxidecopper-gold province. The Horsham trial demonstrated that the system can
successfully drill unconsolidated Murray Basin cover and underlying prospective
basement. Both trials achieved rates of close to 100 metres per 12 hour shift
and assays of samples from the coiled tubing drilling at Port Augusta provide
a remarkably good match to those from an adjacent diamond drill hole.
Other research highlights of 2016-2017 include: successful trialling of
the Multisensor AutoSonde (natural gamma, magnetic susceptibility
and resistivity) and of the Spectral Gamma AutoShuttle; acquisition of
a vertical seismic profile using optical fibre distributed acoustic sensors,
and; reliable gold detection at levels below one part per million from LIBS
(laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy) spectra. Research commenced on
sensors for the coiled tubing rig, namely the tilt angle of the borehole,
natural gamma radiation and an optical imager of the borehole walls.
Our target of 50 higher degree by research commencements has been reached,
with 59 commencements and by 30 June 2017 there were 27 postgraduate research
completions. All eight Commonwealth Milestones scheduled during the reporting
period were met. All 92 lifetime Commonwealth Milestones have been met.
Prof. Richard Hillis
Chief Executive Officer
Deep Exploration Technologies Cooperative Research Centre

PARTICIPANTS,
COMMUNICATIONS AND
RESEARCH MANAGEMENT
PARTICIPANTS
• DET CRC’s lifetime revenue is projected to exceed our original
target by ~$13M.
• After adjusting for timing differences, cash contributions
from Participants are currently $4.6M ahead of the original
Commonwealth Agreement Budget (CAB) of $18.1M.
• DET CRC had 18 active Affiliates at the end of reporting
period.
• The University of South Australia joined DET CRC as an
Other Participant.

COMMUNICATIONS
• DET CRC held its sixth Annual Conference: ‘Uncovering the
Future VI’ in the Swan Valley, WA. Events were held over
the period 25 October 2016 – 28 October 2016 and attended
by over 120 delegates, 50% of whom were from industry/
end-user organisations.

Researchers at the
RoXplorer® Horsham
Field Trial

• The RoXplorer® coiled tubing drill rig was officially
launched at the Annual Conference by Paul Heithersay,
Deputy Chief Executive of the South Australian
Government’s Department of the Premier and Cabinet.
• There were two public press releases during the
reporting period, viz.:
‘Technology for Smarter, Faster Drilling Licenced’
(October 2016), and;
‘Successful Field Trials for Revolutionary New Drill Rig’
(April 2017).
• Four editions of the quarterly eNews ‘EXPLORE’ were
distributed during the reporting period.
• Thirteen new videos were uploaded to DET CRC TV on
YouTube. At the time of writing, DET CRC TV videos
had generated over 35,000 views.

RESEARCH MANAGEMENT
• All eight of the Commonwealth Milestones due during
the reporting period were completed.

• At 30 June 2017; 762 of 831 (92%) of the quarterly
milestones associated with the Phase I core projects; 603 of
622 (97%) of the quarterly milestones associated with Phase
II projects and 242 of 268 (90%) milestones associated with
Opportunity Fund projects had been achieved.
• The successful field trials for the RoXplorer® coiled tubing
drill rig for mineral exploration near Port Augusta (South
Australia) and near Horsham (Victoria) were a significant
management and logistical exercise as well as a major
research achievement. The trials involved a team of ~20
staff from Adelaide, Brisbane and Perth. The cost of each
trial was around $200K (exclusive of the cost of staff time)
and around $50K was spent in each of the local communities
of Port Augusta and Horsham (e.g. on accommodation, food,
fuel, water supply and disposal of drilling waste).
• Two final Opportunity Fund projects commenced during
the reporting period. Project O2.2 (Sensors for CT Drilling)
was commenced in order to develop tilt and natural gamma
radiation sensors for the RoXplorer® coiled tubing drill rig.
The second Opportunity Fund project was to support the
costs of the RoXplorer® coiled tubing drilling trials at
Port Augusta and Horsham.

• All 92 lifetime to-date Commonwealth Milestones
have been met.
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ROXPLORER® COILED
TUBING DRILLING TRIALS
2016-2017 saw the most exciting year to-date for the coiled
tubing (CT) drilling project, indeed perhaps for DET CRC
itself. Construction of the RoXplorer® CT drill rig for mineral
exploration was completed in October 2016, immediately
before its launch at our Annual Conference. RoXplorer®
undertook initial trialling at our Brukunga Drilling Research
& Training Facility and then full field trials near Port
Augusta (South Australia) and near Horsham (Victoria).
The Port Augusta site provided typical, consolidated and lithified
Adelaidean cover of the Gawler Craton, including sandstones
trending to quartzites and underlying volcanics. The main
hole was drilled with a downhole hammer and percussion bit
powered by a downhole motor. The rig drilled 367 metres in
four successive 12 hour shifts, for an average of ~92 metres
per shift and at an average penetration rate when drilling of
~15 metres per hour. This compares with ~25 metres per shift
at an average penetration rate when drilling of ~3 metres per
hour diamond drilling in an adjacent hole. The drilling rates
achieved by RoXplorer® in its first full field trial provide us
with confidence that the $50/metre cost target is achievable.
The Horsham site provided the even greater challenge of
unconsolidated Cenozoic cover overlying prospective basement.
The 135 metre cover sequence included a lateral equivalent of
the notoriously difficult to drill Loxton-Parilla sands (~25-40
metres) and other unconsolidated units overlying basement
Cambrian volcanics. The hole was rotary mud drilled to 42
metres and cased, then drilled with CT, a downhole motor and
blade bit and cased to 140 metres (top basement). Drilling and
casing from surface to 140 metres took three 12 hour shifts.

RoXplorer® at the
Port Augusta Field Trial

The basement section of the hole was then drilled from 140 to
407 metres in another three 12 hour shifts. A previous sonic/
diamond hole at the Horsham site was drilled to ~180 metres at
an average of 12 metres per shift. RoXplorer®’s hole averaged
42.5 metres per shift including mobilisation and demobilisation.
We do not believe the cover and basement sequence at
Horsham could have been successfully drilled by RC (reverse
circulation), thus the CT method provides the only viable costeffective alternative to expensive sonic/mud rotary surface
and deeper diamond-drilled ‘tails’ in the highly prospective
basement sequences covered by the Murray Basin.
The drilling fluid system performed well in the trials. Dirty
water from a nearby dam and cuttings-loaded recirculated
fluids were cleaned sufficiently to drive the bottom hole
assembly. In the Port Augusta trial 496 kL of drilling fluid
was recycled from a total system volume of only 9 kL. In
the Horsham trial, our CTrolTM drilling fluid controlled fluid
loss within a few minutes of invading the formation.
The RoXplorer®-drilled holes were straight and vertical in both
field trials. The RoXplorer® rig performed well in high temperatures
at Port Augusta (~40ºC) and at sub-zero temperatures in Horsham.
We believe this new technology has opened the Gawler
Craton, Murray Basin and similar areas of extensive cover
to ‘prospecting drilling’ which will enable progressive
vectoring towards concealed mineral deposits using
multiple, cheap holes in a single drilling campaign.
See detcrc.com.au/portfolio/drill-bits/ for
videos on the RoXplorer® CT drill rig.
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PROGRAM 1: DRILLING
LEADER: SOREN SOE, DET CRC

CORE PROJECTS
• Coiled Tubing Drilling for Mineral Exploration
• Drilling Monitoring and Optimisation
• Brukunga Drilling Research & Training Facility (DRTF)

OBJECTIVE
Our objective, “to reduce the cost and environmental impact, and
increase the safety, of drilling exploration holes,” is being met;
firstly, by developing a greenfields CT Rig for mineral exploration
and; secondly, by optimising conventional drilling techniques. Our
R&D in both areas is facilitated by access to the Brukunga DRTF.

ACHIEVEMENTS
The success of the RoXplorer® CT drilling field trials at Port
Augusta and Horsham reflects several years of research
including theoretical work, laboratory testing and field testing.
The drilling fluid system has been numerically modelled,
trialled in the Flow Loop at Curtin University and then at
the Brukunga DRTF. Similarly, the behaviour of the bottom
hole assembly has been modelled, trialled on the High Speed
Drilling Test Rig at Boart Longyear, Adelaide, and then at
the Brukunga DRTF. See detcrc.com.au/portfolio/drill-bits/
page/2/ for videos on the Flow Loop and High Speed Test Rig.
Underpinning research on the fluid system and bottom hole
assembly continued during 2016-2017 in parallel with design,
construction, commissioning and trialling of the RoXplorer®
CT drill rig. Research on drilling fluids uncovered two drilling
fluids that can reduce fluid loss while drilling in unconsolidated
or broken ground: CTrolTM and CTrolX. CTrolTM is a preventative
drilling fluid used during normal drilling. It exhibits extreme

‘shear thinning’ properties, having low viscosity at high
shear rates (i.e. when driving downhole motors) and high
viscosity at low shear rates (i.e. when invading into fractured
and unconsolidated formations which it thus helps to block,
thereby inhibiting further fluid loss). CTrolTM was invaluable
in controlling fluid loss in the Horsham RoXplorer® trial.
CTrolX is a remedial drilling fluid which, in addition to the above
shear thinning properties, contains lost circulation materials
(fibrous material), which enhance its blocking capabilities.
CTrolX was successfully used in the Brukunga DRTF trial
where complete loss of drilling fluid occurred over a fractured
interval. 2000 litres of CTrolX was injected into the annulus
of the hole. Drilling was resumed using inhibited water as the
drilling fluid, and the return improved to 90%. After drilling
more than 50 metres using inhibited water, the effectiveness
of CTrolX was sustained, with fluid returns still above 80%.
RoXplorer® uses a downhole motor for rotation of either a blade
bit (unconsolidated rocks) or a Wassara, water-powered percussive
hammer (consolidated rock). This combination has proved
successful in the field trials, but is continually being refined.
Numerous teething problems have been overcome in order to
achieve the excellent results of the field trials, but we believe
there is potential for significant further improvement with further
trialling and experience in a variety of ground conditions.
The Wireless Sub project completed in February 2017. In controlled
benchmark trials over 120 metres of drilling, an overall 11%
increase in rate of penetration and 2.8 times increase in life
of the drill bit was achieved when drilling parameters were
optimised utilising data from the Wireless Sub. This translates
to an overall improvement in productivity of ~10%. The
Wireless Sub hardware was licenced to Boart Longyear in
October 2016. The final eight months of the project developed
software for the analysis of drilling data that provides a means
to compare performance (e.g. between drillers), conduct
diagnostics/forensics and devise drilling recommendations.

RoXplorer® at the
Horsham Field Trial
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PROGRAM 2:
LOGGING AND SENSING

A key highlight during 2016-2017 was the development and
successful testing of additional sensors for the AutoSonde,
specifically magnetic susceptibility and galvanic resistivity
sensors. The current prototype multi-sensor AutoSonde is now
configured to simultaneously recover measurements of total
counts gamma, magnetic susceptibility and electrical resistivity.

CORE PROJECTS

The AutoShuttle has long measurement times compared to the
AutoSonde, or indeed to conventional wireline logging. It is
an ideal platform from which to recover high quality natural
gamma radiation spectra. Another highlight during the reporting
year was the successful testing of spectral gamma sensors on
the AutoShuttle platform, collecting natural gamma radiation
spectra every ~10cm over ~100 metres. A top-of-hole depth
refinement technology which measures the travel of the drilling
rods during drilling was also developed to complement the
AutoShuttle’s independent determination of depth while drilling.

LEADER: BRETT HARRIS,
CURTIN UNIVERSITY

• Sensors for Downhole Rock Properties
• Joint Inversion of 3D Seismic and MT Data

OBJECTIVE
Our objective, “to increase the value of drill holes by realtime downhole evaluation and refinement of exploration
models” is being met; firstly, by development of a range of
down hole sensing technologies, including the AutoSonde
and AutoShuttle and; secondly, by developing techniques for
the real-time access to data and geophysical inversion.

ACHIEVEMENTS
The downhole sensing project is using the AutoSonde and
AutoShuttle logging platforms to provide the minerals industry
with routine, near real-time, low cost, low risk, data on physical
rock properties during drilling. At the end of a drilling run,
the drill rods are pulled off the bottom of the hole and the
AutoSonde is pumped down the inside of the rods and protrudes
beyond the drill bit. The AutoSonde then logs while the
rods are pulled out of the hole. The AutoShuttle sits within
the core barrel assembly and logs while drilling ahead. Both
platforms have been developed to be deployed by the driller
during conventional diamond drilling, removing the need for a
separate wireline logging crew. Developing these technologies
for conventional drilling is also a stepping stone to developing
similar sensing technologies for coiled tubing drilling.

The AutoSonde and the AutoShuttle were offered for
commercialisation to Participant Suppliers in July 2017.
Sensing for the coiled tubing drilling system was also progressed
during the reporting year. Specifically tilt, gamma and image
logging sensors have been designed. It is intended that these will
be built and tested during the second half of calendar year 2017.
The joint inversion project analysed data from the Kevitsa
polymetallic mine in Finland and from the Carlin-style gold
province of Nevada. This included using fuzzy cluster statistical
methods on gamma, resistivity, density and lithology input
data to predict the most likely distribution of seismic velocity
for over 800 drill holes at Kevitsa, potentially enabling full
waveform seismic inversion. The project also integrated multiattribute analysis of seismic data into cooperative inversion
workflows. The seismic attributes help determine new conductivity
distributions which otherwise may have remained hidden.

Multi-Sensor AutoSonde
at the Brukunga Drilling
Research & Training Facility
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PROGRAM 3: TARGETING
LEADER: DAVID GILES,
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA
CORE PROJECTS
• 3D Seismic Exploration for Hard Rock Environments
• Lab-at-Rig® for Mineral Exploration
• Regional Mineral System Drilling for Targeting and Testing

OBJECTIVE
Our objective, “to ensure that drill holes are placed to maximise
their success and the knowledge that they produce” is being
met; firstly, by developing the Lab-at-Rig® top-of-hole sensing
platform for geochemistry and mineralogy; secondly, by defining
the nature and scale of alteration and dispersion systems
that can be used to vector toward mineralisation; thirdly, by
developing seismic techniques capable of mapping the volume of
rock around and between drill holes; and finally by undertaking
major drilling programs to field test our new technologies.

ACHIEVEMENTS
The RoXplorer® CT Port Augusta trial hole was located 10 metres
from a previous diamond drill hole to enable comparison between
CT drill cuttings and diamond drill core. Geological units were
clearly identifiable at the rig site in the CT cuttings and were
bounded by sharp contacts matching those in the diamond drill
hole. Assays of the CT cuttings compare favourably with assays
from core samples. Concentrations of major and trace elements
in the CT cuttings closely match those obtained from assay of
the core. Samples from over 400 metres depth can be assigned to
a depth with decimetre accuracy. A narrow (~1 metre) interval
of ~1% grade copper enrichment at ~400 meters depth was
faithfully represented in the assay data from the CT cuttings.

An innovative splitting device was designed and 3D printed in
order to sample CT cuttings from the drilling fluid stream and
was successfully used in the Port Augusta and Horsham trials.
The Lab-at-Rig® system is being developed to deal with CT
percussion cuttings which pose additional challenges to diamond
drilling cuttings, being too coarse for XRD/XRF analysis and
needing to be separated from a large amount of drilling fluid.
Work has also focussed on developing a workflow, calibrations
and new processing algorithm (GeoLIBS®) for the rapid
processing of LIBS (laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy)
analyses in order that LIBS can be added to the existing XRF/
XRD sensing on Lab-at-Rig®. The most recent version of the
LIBS workflow has achieved reliable sub-ppm gold detection.
The SwiftMinTM XRD spectral processing software was the subject
of numerous improvements during 2016 -2017 and has been
tested against conventional XRD processing. Following advice
from industry partners, the software now includes both fully
automated processing and a ‘user’-led functionality, which
allows interactive refinement of mineral identification.
Vertical seismic profiles (VSPs) are a key component of seismic
methods in the mineral exploration workflow with the potential to
identify the source of shallow reflectors and provide near surface
seismic velocity data. The seismic project successfully acquired VSP
data using distributed acoustic sensors (DAS) in fibre optic cables.
Data were collected ~5 times faster than our previous collection
of VSP data, including testing several experimental configurations
of the optical cable. The quality of the data surpassed previous
data with more consistent amplitudes, less tube and cable waves
and clearer reflections. The relatively low cost of the DAS system
means that sensors can be sacrificed (if the hole collapses)
or deliberately left in the ground as a monitoring device.

Researchers at the RoXplorer®
Port Augusta Field Trial
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EDUCATION
DET CRC’s Education and Training Program has the
ambitious target of completing 40 postgraduate
research students. It also seeks to maximise usage of
the Brukunga DRTF to provide vocational education and
training (VET) for drillers and drillers’ assistants.
The Education and Training Program is not only producing
professionally- and technically-qualified personnel with a strong
appreciation of the business of mineral exploration, but all
postgraduate research projects sit within DET CRC’s projects to
which they provide significant additional intellectual capacity.
The Education and Training Program has a budget
of $4M over the lifetime of DET CRC.
Top Ten Education and Training Highlights for 2016-2017.
• At 30 June 2017 there were 59 postgraduate research student
commencements, comprising 53 PhD students and six Masters
by research students.
• Seven PhD students completed during the reporting period,
bringing the completions total to 27 postgraduate research
students at 30 June 2017.

PhD student at the South Australia
Drill Core Reference Library

• Of the seven PhD students who completed their degrees
during the reporting period, one is working for DET CRC
Affiliate company Globaltech, one is undertaking postdoctoral
research at an international university, one is employed as
a consultant for an international company, one is employed
with the Department of Industry, Innovation and Science
(Australian Government), two are job searching and one is
taking a gap year.
• To meet our target of 40 postgraduate research student
completions, 13 of the 28 (48%) students enrolled as of
30 June 2017 must complete by 30 June 2018. Of these
students, six have submitted and are under examination
and an additional 11 students are projected to complete or
submit by 31 December 2017.

• PhD student Henry Munoz received a Dean’s Commendation
for Doctoral Thesis Excellence and Masters student Maxim
Esin received a Dean’s List Honourable Mention.
• Curtin University PhD student Zubair Ahmed won an
Australian Society of Exploration Geophysicists Research
Foundation Grant.
• PhD student Yuan Xu won the Best Student Presentation
at the 2016 Structural Integrity and Failure Conference.
• Honours student Petr Lebedev won the Best Student
Presentation at the Australian Society of Exploration
Geophysicists WA Branch student night.

• Eight Honours students completed their studies on DET
CRC-related research projects during the reporting period,
taking the total to-date to 74 Honours students. One student
completed their Masters by coursework degree during the
reporting period, taking the total to-date to 22.
• DET CRC hosted 30 postgraduate students and early career
geoscientists at the Brukunga Drilling Research & Training
Facility in December as part of the National Exploration
Undercover School (NExUS).
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GOVERNANCE, IP & COMMERCIALISATION
DET CRC’s Commercialisation Committee uses a Commercialisation Pipeline to monitor the progress of all potentially commercialisable
outputs emerging from DET CRC’s research. There are currently 32 potential products on DET CRC’s Commercialisation Pipeline.

STATUS OF IP OFFERED FOR COMMERCIALISATION AS AT 31 AUGUST 2017:
TECHNOLOGY

STATUS

DETAILS

Gamma AutoSonde

Licence Executed

Licence agreement executed with Boart Longyear in Dec ‘14

IOCG Prospectivity Index

Licence Executed

Licence agreement executed with Imdex in Sep ‘14

Hydrophone Baffle

Licence Executed

Licence agreement executed with HiSeis in Nov ‘15

3D Seismic Diffraction Imaging Software

Licence Executed

Licence agreement executed with HiSeis in Nov ‘15

3D Seismic Migration Software

Licence Executed

Licence agreement executed with HiSeis in Nov ‘15

Lab-at-Rig®

Licence Executed

Licence agreement executed with Imdex in Sep ’15

Smart Winch

Passed-up

Industry sponsors passed-up, assigned to CSIRO

Remote Rig Monitoring

Passed-up

Borehole Magnetic Gradiometer

REGISTERED IP ASSETS AS AT 31 AUGUST 2017
TYPE

TITLE

COUNTRY

STATUS

Patent

Borehole Logging Methods an Apparatus

International

Managed under licence by Boart Longyear.
Patent applications lodged in numerous countries

Patent

Autonomous Sampling and Analysis System
and Method for use in Exploration Drilling

International

Managed under licence by Imdex.
Patent applications lodged in numerous countries

Patent

Autonomous Sampling and Analysis System
and Method for use in Exploration Drilling

International

Managed under licence by Imdex.
Patent applications lodged in numerous countries

Patent

Method for Determining the Mineral
Composition of a Geological Sample

International

PCT application submitted, further action due Dec ‘17

Patent

Capture of drilling fluid returns

International

PCT application submitted, further action due Feb ‘18

Industry sponsors passed-up, assigned to CSIRO

Patent

Detection of Gold Nanoparticles

International

PCT application submitted, further action due Jan ‘18

Passed-up

Industry sponsors passed-up, assigned to CSIRO

Patent

Mobile Coiled Tubing Apparatus

International

PCT application submitted, further action due Nov ‘18

Slimline (70mm or 50mm) PGNAA Tool

Passed-up

Industry sponsors passed-up, assigned to CSIRO

Patent

High Speed Downhole Coring System

Australia

Innovation patent submitted, renewal due Aug ‘18

Drill hole wavelet analysis and
visualisation

Licence Executed

Licence Agreement executed with Imdex in Nov ‘15

Patent

Sample Collection System and Parts Thereof

Australia

Provisional patent application submitted,
further action due Aug ‘18

Wireless Sub

Licence Executed

Licence agreement executed with Boart Longyear in Oct ‘16

Design

Fluids Capture Apparatus 1 & 2

Australia

Registered

Real Time Drill Site Software

Agreement reached

Software provided to Boart Longyear & Imdex licence-free in Jan ‘17

Design

Mobile Coiled Tubing Apparatus

International

Registered in various countries

Puralite Sachets

Passed-up

Sponsors passed on opportunity to commercialise, IP assigned to CSIRO

Design

A Cone Member for a Cone Splitter

Australia

Registered

High Speed Downhole Coring System

Passed-up

concept drawings only; possible MinEx CRC project

Trademark

DET CRC Logo

Australia

Registered

Lab-at-Rig®

Australia

Registered

Agreement Reached

Commercialisation proposal from Boart Longyear accepted, licence
agreement still being negotiated

Trademark

Drilling Optimisation Software

Trademark

RoXplorer®

Australia

Registered

Pre-Stack Diffraction Software

Licence Executed

Licence agreement executed with HiSeis in Apr ‘17

Trademark

GeoLIBS®

Australia

Registered

Fluid Management System

Passed-up

Industry sponsors passed-up, assigned to CSIRO who plan to further explore
opportunities for commercialisation

Trademark

SwiftMinTM

Australia

Pending

Trademark

CTrolTM

Australia

Pending

Automated XRD Processing Software
(SwiftMinTM)

Agreement Reached

Commercialisation proposal from Olympus accepted, licence agreement still
being negotiated

Sharp v Gradational Boundaries Software

Passed-up

Industry sponsors passed-up, assigned to CSIRO who plan to further explore
opportunities for commercialisation

Mag Susc and Resistivity Sensors for
AutoSonde

Under Consideration

Offered to Supplier Participants for commercialisation, proposals due Sep ‘17

Autonomous Shuttle

Under Consideration

Offered to Supplier Participants for commercialisation, proposals due Sep ‘17
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Potential
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DEEP EXPLORATION TECHNOLOGIES CRC LTD
STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
($’000) FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2017

DEEP EXPLORATION TECHNOLOGIES CRC LTD
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION ($’000)
AS AT 30 JUNE 2017

INCOME

2017
$’000

2016
$’000

ASSETS

2017
$’000

2016
$’000

Commonwealth Funding (DIIS)

3,505

3,505

Cash at Bank (at call)

1,603

746

Participant Contributions

2,453

2,467

Term Deposits

1,070

1,813

Affiliates Contributions

135

159

Trade Receivables & Prepayments

1,226

2,121

Grant Funding (SA Government)

200

1,023

12

25

Interest/Other Income

77

79

3,911

4,705

-

3,175

6,370

10,408

57

83

1,986

1,919

Mineral Systems Drilling Program
TOTAL INCOME

Plant, Equipment & Intangibles
TOTAL ASSETS

LIABILITIES
GST Payable

EXPENDITURE

Trade Creditors & Accruals

Research Program Expenditure

Scholarships Payable

75

348

TOTAL LIABILITIES

2,118

2,350

NET ASSETS

1,793

2,355

– Program 1

2,508

2,329

– Program 2

487

522

– Program 3

913

1,554

– Opportunity Fund & Other Projects

586

724

– Centrally Funded
Research Expenditure

606

616

– Mineral Systems Drilling Program

65

3,127

5,165

8,872

TOTAL RESEARCH
PROGRAM EXPENDITURE

Education & Training

40

168

Management Expenses

505

401

Salaries & Wages (incl Directors Fees)

1,222

933

TOTAL EXPENDITURE

6,932

10,374

NET SURPLUS

(562)

34

EQUITY
Accumulated Surplus Brought Forward

2,355

2,321

Current Year Surplus/(Deficit)

(562)

34

TOTAL EQUITY

1,793

2,355

BOARD AND COMMITTEE MEETINGS HELD
DURING THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2017:
Meeting Type

# of Meetings Held

Board Meeting

4

Science Steering Committee

2

Audit Committee

2

Risk Committee

2

Commercialisation Committee

3

Education & Training Committee

4

Executive Management Committee

9

Location
26 Butler Boulevard
Burbridge Business Park
Adelaide Airport SA 5950
Postal Address
PO Box 66
Export Park
Adelaide Airport SA 5950
Contact
T 08 6436 8630
detcrc.com.au

